CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1 Conclusion

Register as language variety includes in the field of sociolinguistic. It analyzes about the language that is used by people with same jobs, environment and activities. It is a fact that a new community which comes from various background or groups creates special terms that can only be understood by the community itself. Such as military force community, intends to change the meaning of words in order to make distinction for the outsider. They use the same register that has several characteristics. This condition also happened in “Vertical Limit” movie, a movie that tells about the mountaineers in conquering the peak of K2.

The mountaineers use special terms linguistically that are called as register. Biber (1995) stated register distinctions are defined in non-linguistic terms, by differences in purpose, interactivity, production circumstances, relations among participants, etc. The register in “Vertical Limit” movie divided two parts. They are base on words and phrases’ class. The aims of this study are to know what and the meaning of each register that is used in “Vertical Limit” movie. It is an effort to enrich the language variation, especially the register. It is also the first step to know the glossary in the field of mountaineers in order to be used for further research.

Every new term seem to be unfamiliar to be heard. There are twenty five (25) terms appearing in “Vertical Limit” movie. It is divided into two
forms. They are word and phrase. In the form of word, there are belay, cam, wall, Eiger, summit, crevasse, bottleneck, avalanche, fuel, nitroglycerin, dexamethasone, ax and radio. While in the form of phrase, there are vertical limit, real climber, summit team, base camp, negrotto col, pulmonary edema, morse code, and death zone.

Every term that appears in “Vertical Limit” movie has different meaning and function. The writer gives the meaning of each register to make the outsider understand. For example: in Indonesia, Eiger is well-known as outdoor gear brand. While in this movie, the use of register “Eiger” by the mountaineer means the name of Mountain in Swiss. The outsider will not understand the terms because they are unfamiliar with this term of register in mountaineers’ field.

Besides, the writer determines in what situation the register used by the mountaineer in this movie, such as training, conquering and rescue mission. Commonly, the mountaineer uses the register in those situations in order to build the conversations between mountaineers easily, for instance in the field of training, the mountaineer uses the term “belay” in this sentence “Peter, check your sister’s belay”. In this case, the use of register “belay” appears when daddy teaches Peter and Annie.

The register in “Vertical Limit” movie is used by all the mountaineers when doing training, conquering the peak of K2 and doing rescue mission. All the terms that they use are to make them easy in finishing the job successfully. The mountaineers would not say those kinds of terms when they
are not talking to the fellow mountaineer. The function in this study about register is to know the unfamiliar terms in group of mountaineering. The writer concluded that the terms appear based on the context of situation. The field, tenor and mode of data were different for each type of data. It was because the mountaineers communicate each other in different situation. After analyzing the data, the writer concluded that the register *belay, cam, wall, eiger, summit, crevasse, bottleneck, avalanche, fuel, nitroglycerin, dexamethasone, ax, radio, vertical limit, real climber, summit team, base camp, negretto col, pulmonary edema, morse code* and *death zone* are used by mountaineers in the “Vertical Limit” movie. Every term that appears in “Vertical Limit” movie has different meaning and function. The writer gives the meaning of each register to make the outsider understand. Those register are used by mountaineer in three situations that are *training, conquering* and *rescue mission time*.

### 5.2 Suggestion

The writer suggests another researcher to make other outdoor activity as a gap. It may make a study about caving group such as in “Sanctum” movie. Since register has a wide method to be analyzed, another researcher may use other ways. There are so many ways in conducting the register in different point of view.